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All Old Mermaids All the Time: The Old
Mermaids Wisdom Cards
I have wanted to create a tarot deck inspired by my novel Church of the Old Mermaids

for years, but every time I found a good artist, something happened and it fell through.

So I decided I would “just do it myself,” and I began to work on the cards. I soon

discovered that the Old Mermaids did not fit into the structure of the tarot world. If I

wanted to create cards featuring the Old Ems, they needed their own unique viewpoint. I

asked myself: What do we want from the Old Mermaids? The answer was quick and

certain: We want their wisdom. Thus during the time of the pandemic, all the Old Ems

inspired me with their knowledge, smarts, and wisdom, and The Old Mermaids Wisdom

Cards were born. They are my favorite creation.

The Old Mermaids are inexorably linked to Nature and the environment. They have

washed ashore onto the New Desert: the Sonoran Desert, a place like no other. It is wild,

beautiful, and full of life, just like the Old Ems. It has five unique seasons: Spring, Dry

https://greensnakepublishing.com/church-of-the-old-mermaids
https://greensnakepublishing.com/the-old-mermaids-wisdom-cards-and-guidebooks/
https://greensnakepublishing.com/the-old-mermaids-wisdom-cards-and-guidebooks/
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Summer, Monsoon, Fall, and Winter, each with its own distinct climate, character, and

feel. In The Old Mermaids Wisdom Cards, each of the 13 Old Mermaids has a card

associated with each of the five seasons for a total of 65 cards. Each card features a

gorgeous photograph of some beautiful and evocative location in the Southwest of the

United States. We’ve made a round deck, a rectangular deck, and a mini-rectangular

deck. You can order them here. All three decks are full of Old Mermaids wisdom, just

like I envisioned them.

I’ve also written a guidebook, and we’ve published four different editions of it: an e-book

with the round photos, a compact pocketbook guide (without photos), a black and white

guide, and a color edition with the photos in color. You can find the guidebooks here.

https://www.makeplayingcards.com/sell/old-mermaids-wisdom-cards
https://www.amazon.com/Old-Mermaids-Wisdom-Cards-Black/dp/1949644650/
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When the Old Mermaids washed ashore on the New Desert
after the Old Sea dried up, they were strangers in a strange
land, alone and unprepared. But the Old Mermaids did not
let that stop them from finding a way to survive and thrive in
their new home.
Now, in this companion toThe Old Mermaids Wisdom

Cards, the Old Ems reveal the secrets of living life to the
fullest. TheWisdom Cards do not predict the future or tell
you the ultimate fate of your soul. Instead, use the cards to
help you find your true self right now, your true purpose in
the here and now, and the way to live with a wild and
generous heart for the benefit of yourself and your
community.
The Old Mermaids found their destiny in a new world

and so can you.

TheOld Mermaids came to Kim Antieau in the Sonoran
Desert years ago. Since then they have told Kim their stories
and she has written them down in several books including
Church of the Old Mermaids, a beloved classic. Her other
books includeThe Fish Wife, Coyote Cowgirl, andThe Jigsaw
Woman.

I’ve suggested some layouts to work with the cards in the guidebook, but my favorite

thing to do with the cards is to ask the question what wisdom do I need today? and then

pull a card from the deck. So far, it’s always something I need to hear. Mario has had the

same experience. One day he said, “Did you write these just for me?” I hope everyone

feels the same way—because the Old Mermaids had me create these for all of you. <3
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A Card for Newsletter Readers
I asked the question: what wisdom might some of the newsletter readers need? and then I

pulled the following card: Fall, Sister Sophia Mermaid. Her wisdom is: “Be like a tree.”

The meanings are: “You may need some wisdom from your tree elders right now. Seek

out this wisdom. Perhaps you need to stand along a shoreline and listen deeply.” There is

more—every card has more to say between the wisdom and the meanings—but this is the

meat of the card.
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Magic, Myth, and Merrymaking: 13
Days of Yuletide the Old Mermaids Way
We’ve also put my 13 day course on Yuletide into a lovely little book which is available as

an e-book , in black and white, or in color. Here’s from the cover: Join Kim Antieau and

the Old Mermaids for their annual celebration of all things wild and marvelous with 13

days of beauty, meditations, recipes, creative prompts, myths, magic, and Old Mermaid

tales. All designed to usher in the New Year with joy, creativity, and love.

https://www.amazon.com/Magic-Myth-Merrymaking-Yuletide-Mermaids-ebook/dp/B0971SWJ8K/
https://www.amazon.com/Magic-Myth-Merrymaking-Yuletide-Mermaids/dp/1949644669/
https://www.amazon.com/Magic-Myth-Merrymaking-Yuletide-Mermaids/dp/1949644634/
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Old Mermaids Sanctuary Calendar 2022
I’ve put together another calendar with photos from the Sanctuary. This time I did it

months ahead of time instead of a few months late. You can find it here.

https://greensnakepublishing.com/the-old-mermaids-sanctuary-calendar-2022/
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Upcoming…
We normally have barely one newsletter a year, but this fall, we’ll be sending you three.

We have a lot of great books coming out this fall!

Mario Milosevic’s amazing book Mario Writes A Poem a Day For a Year and So Can You

is coming out October 28. You can preorder the ebook now. We’ll talk about it more in

the next newsletter.

https://www.amazon.com/Mario-Writes-Poem-Day-Year-ebook/dp/B096LB9TZJ/
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We’re celebrating the 15th anniversary of the publication of Church of the Old Mermaids

with an annotated edition of Church of the Old Mermaids with annotations by me and

Mario, three essays by me about the folklore of mermaids, and best of all cover art by the

incomparable Charles Vess. More about that and the publication date in an upcoming

newsletter.

https://greenmanpress.com/

